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Part 1: Introduction to Ontologies
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What is an Ontology?
• An explicit specification of a conceptualization.
• Captures the structure of the domain. (The model),
• Not about the particular state of affairs in the domain.
• Often static

• Simple example from the University domain:
• In the Ontology:
• [Professor], [Course], [Professor-teaches-subject relation]

• Not part of the Ontology:
• [Dino Karabeg], [INF5909SSW]
http://www.obitko.com/tutorials/ontologies-semantic-web/introduction.html
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Why care about Ontologies?
• Backbone of the Semantic Web
• SW seen as the next big leap in the evolution of the
Internet

• Enables computerized reasoning and
communication
• Services can reason about properties within a domain
and thus be able to “understand" each other.
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The Semantic Web revisited
• Repetition from lecture on Semantic Web
• Machines can’t tap into the knowledge of the web
• The Semantic Web is the Vision of having an Internet
with resources (data AND processes) that are
machine understandable or accessible to automated
processes.
“The web as a database”
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Example of simple Ontology reasoning
• Using Ontology languages you can state
• (motherOf subProperty parentOf)
• (Mary motherOf Bill)

• Question:
• Who is the parent of Bill?

• Answer:
• Mary is the parent of Bill
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Ontology technology needed to run the Semantic Web
• Ontology Languages:
•
•

expressivity
web compliance

• Ontology Reasoning:
•
•
•

large scale knowledge handling
fault-tolerant
stable & scalable inference machines

• Ontology Management Techniques:
•
•
•
•

editing and browsing
collaborative ontology design
storage and retrieval
versioning and evolution support

• Ontology Integration Techniques:
•
•
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ontology mapping, alignment, merging
semantic interoperability determination
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Ontology languages
•
•
•
•
•

Common logic (ISO standard 24707)
CycL (Cyc project, first-order predicate calculus)
IDEF5 (For software engineering)
KIF (First-order logic based on S-expressions)
RIF (Rule Interchange Format, F-Logic for ontology alignment)

• OWL (Layer on top of RDF, successor of DAML+OIL.)
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OWL
• OWL developed by w3c exploits results of more than 15 years of Description
Logic (DL) research
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Standard Ontologies
• Domains:
• Plants, cultural heritage, pharmaceutics, biomedicine,
disease, genomics, earth and environment, anatomy,
business.

• Best known:
•
•
•
•
•
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BFO (Basic Formal Ontology, upper ontology)
OpenCyc (Discourse)
DOLCE (Linguistics and Cognitive Engineering)
Dublin Core (Publishing)
WordNet (Lexical reference (controlled vocab))
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Upper ontologies
• Why
• Attempt to capture the most general terms and
definitions for reuse.
• General concepts across domains.
• Interoperability between ontologies.

• Examples
• BFO, Cyc, DOLCE, GFO, PROTON, Sowa’s
ontology, SUMO

01.03.2009
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Simple Ontologies
• FOAF (Friend Of A Friend)
• http://roy.lachica.no/ (See FOAF profile link)

• SIOC (Semantically-Interlinked Online Communities)
• DOAP
• Semantic Web Browsers (Hyperdata browsers)
•
•
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(zitgist, disco, tabulator)
http://dataviewer.zitgist.com/

(Enter link to FOAF profile from my webpage)
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What an Ontology consists of
• Representation of a domain
• Hierarchy of categories and relationships

• Components (ontology describes)
•
•
•
•

Individuals (instances)
Classes (concepts)
Attributes
Relations

• Concepts
• Objects (cars, animals, wines)
• Actions (journeys, transactions, move)
• Beliefs (possible moves, other agent’s goals)

01.03.2009
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Part 2: Designing an Ontology
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Main Stages in Ontology Development
• Determine domain and scope (purpose, target group, who will maintain it)
• Consider reuse (other ontologies)
• Enumerate terms (classes)
• Define taxonomy (class hierarchy, TM:types)
• Define properties (characteristics, TM:occurances)
• Define facets (cardinality, relational characteristics, TM:associations)
• Create instances (individuals)
• Check for anomalies
01.03.2009 •

http://www.ksl.stanford.edu/people/dlm/papers/ontology101/ontology101-noy-mcguinness.html
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Identify classes
• Card sorting is often the best way
• Write down each concept/idea on a card
• Organize them into piles
• Link the piles together
• Do it again, and again
• Works best in a small group
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Extend the concepts
• Take a group of things and ask what they have in common
• Then what other ‘siblings’ there might be
• Define parent types, abstractions
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ontology for the rice agriculture domain.
e are the things we would like to talk about
his is the way we talk about them
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Similarity with Database modelling
• A lot like UML modelling or database design
• Ontology axioms analogous to DB schema
• But more in-depth, philosophical and concerned with
reuse, sharing and extendibility
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Differences with database modelling
Database:

Ontology:

• Closed world assumption. Missing
information treated as false (select count(*) from tbl)
• Each individual has a single, unique
name
• Schema behaves as constraints on
structure
• Define legal database states

• Open world assumption. Missing
information treated as unknown
• Individuals may have more
than one name
• Ontology axioms behave like
implications (inference rules)
• Entail implicit information

• Don’t have to redesign database and
change the code. (handles epistemology
change/revolutions better)

01.03.2009
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Designing an Ontology using Protoge
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Designing an Ontology using NP Schema editor for Topic Maps
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Designing a ontology in practice
• Acquire domain knowledge
• Assemble appropriate information resources and expertise

• Organize the ontology
• Design the overall conceptual structure. Create a simple mind
map-like diagram

• Flesh out the ontology
• Add concepts, relations, and individuals

• Check your work
• Reconcile syntactic, logical, and semantic inconsistencies

• Commit the ontology
• Final verification by domain experts
01.03.2009
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Practical notes
•

Scaling : check performance
•

•

Evaluate & quality assure
•
•

•

Populate, possibly with help of text mining and language technology

Include tests for evolution and change management
Design regression tests and “probes”

Monitor use and evolve

Remember; It s a process not a product
•

01.03.2009

Not a linear process!
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Topic Maps at Bouvet ASA

Veiledningstekst
Rapportfordeling

Veiledningstekst beskriver rapport

• Ontology typically done by an
Information Architect or Concept
Developer

Rapport har fordeling
Periode
Rapport gyldig til

Rapportfiltrering
Rapport har filtrering

Rapport gyldig fra
Diagram type
Rapport har diagram

http://skoleporten.utdanningsdirektoratet.no/
Indikatorrapport

Artikkelvisning har indikator

Indikatorrapport inneholder delskår
Nøkkeltall

Underområde

Rapport tilhører innholdsområde

Indikatorrapport tilhører rapport
Indikatorrapport har diagram

Rapport inneholder indikator

• Skoleporten

Rapport tilhører underområde

Rapport

Innholdsområdebeskrivelse beskriver innholdsområde

Innholdsomrade består av underområder
Indikator

Indikator tilhører skoletype

indikatorbeskrivelse beskriver indikator

Skoletype
indikatorbeskrivelse

Enhetsangivelse
Indikator definisjon

Innholdsområde tilhører skoletype
Innholdsomrade representasjon
Innholdsområde

Definisjon

Måleenhet
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Skalabeskrivelser
Skalabeskrivelse beskriver måleenhet

Enkeltkobling for innholdsområde

Indikator inngår i innholdsområde

Innholdsområde
beskrivelse
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Enkeltkobling

Part 3: S2W and Ontologies
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Problems with Ontologies (theoretical)
• In general
•
•
•

Assumes a certain perspective
Works when there is a consensus (Works fine in Genetics)
Tyranny of classes (Extreme example: Linnaeus+Darwinism=Eugenics)

• Upper ontologies
•

Omniscious – All knowing world view. Is there only one truth?

• To few ontologies
•
•
•

The naive web. (limited reasoning)
Knowledge silos.
Can’t communicate if we don’t know the concepts.

•

(Japanese=difficult to understand but worse for caveman who has a totally different world view and don’t know what a
Visa card is)

• Mapping ontologies (NEON)
•
•
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Can result in errors and contradictions.
Two extreme solutions: Everyone create ontologies (babel) or everyone use the
same universal upper ontology (myopic)
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Problems with Ontologies (practical)
• Upper ontologies:
•
•
•
•

Upper ontologies don’t match your domain.
Abstract and philosophical
What upper ontology to use. Dependance.
Ambigouty, if you don’t use a upper ontology.

• Competitors want do ontology alignment
•
•

What are the most important properties to communicate
Organizations agreeing on concepts harder than agreeing on communication protocol.

• Ontologies and concepts evolve.
•

01.03.2009

Must keep track update metadata. Decide what ontology to use.
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Problems with SW in general
• Bootstrapping: RDFalizing the web is it going to happen?
• Exclusion of non RDF based content
• SW stack incomplete
• Vandalism, spam, authority, privacy, copyright, wp:controversial

•
•
•
•

Irrelevent data e.g. RSS
RDF/OWL is difficult (for people not familiar with XML with namespaces...)
Few people understand what SW is
No immediate and measurable ROI for businesses
investing in SW/Ontologies

01.03.2009
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How to fix the problems of SW/Ontologies?
• Automatic / top-down (on existing data):
•

GRDDL (Gleaning Resource Descriptions from Dialects of Languages)

•
•

Dapper (add RDF to existing websites)
Powerset (NLP), Hakia (fuzzy logic, computational linguistics, mathematics)

• Don’t use Ontologies at all:
• Microformats, Meta Headers (NYtimes)

• Bottom-up:
• RDFa
• Linked Data approach
• Social Semantic Web http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_Semantic_Web

01.03.2009
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The state of SW 2009
• The formats are in place for SW
• URI, XML, RDF, OWL, SPARQL, (RDFa)

• Ammount of data is growing
• But not as fast as hoped for. Not exactly a revolution.
• It helps that big actors like Yahoo gets involved.

05.03.2009
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The state of SW 2009 (Linked data)
• “Linked Data on the Web”
•

Term used to describe a method of exposing, sharing, and connecting data on the Web via dereferenceable URIs.

• Attempt to bootstrap SW using the same approach that worked for web1.0
• A collection of best practices for SW publishing.
•
•
•
•

Use URIs as names for things.
Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names.
When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information.
Include links to other URIs. so that they can discover more things.

• Making Semantic Web fly.
•
•

Much more emphasis on links amongst datasets.
Much less emphasis on formal semantics.

• Linked data can be browsed.
•

•

So we can find data either by searching or by browsing.

http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html
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Gradual change in the definition of Ontology
• Gruber’s original definition, 1992:
• “An ontology is a specification of a conceptualization”
• Implies: an objective view, universalistic, consciously
engineered artifact, formal

After lessons learned from KM and the Web:

• Shift towards a social artifact:
• Pragmatic Ontologies: FOAF, SIOC, DOAP, RSS
• Socially network-created, emergent, community-aware.
Context is king
01.03.2009
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Whats really needed?
• What is really needed: identity management,
metadata management, context management
• Why should I need to enter my personal profile and
friends again on every social networking site
• I dont want what is popular, I want what is important
and relevant for me

• Introducing the Socio-Semantic Web (S2W)
01.03.2009
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The Social Semantic Web as a solution
• People are not going to create metadata for the sake of metadata
• Instead create a Social Semantic Web that works with the
mainstream:
• Let people use tools to solve their immediate problems/tasks.
• Intuitive scaffolded Metadata creation.
• No abstract modelling, no technical skills needed.
• Just make statements based on predefined backend ontologies.
• End user value first (People don’t understand SW. But they understand web 2.0 which is all about people)
• Use the Web 2.0 model for scaling up metadata creation

02.03.2009
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S2W and Topic Maps
• Topic Maps fits better with human cognition / memory
•

People think of subjects and their relations not of subject - predicate - object triples

•

Instead of RDF-triples and ontologies focus on subjects

•

Topic Maps fits Knowledge interchange, RDF fits data/information interchange

(just mash up PSI’s/PSI sets)

“truly valuable knowledge sharing requires participation and collaborative work by users
as opposed to robots or automated agents roaming the Web for bits and pieces of low
level information” [1]

• TM can be used for high level Knowledge Federation
•

E.g. Using mass collaboration/competition (Collective Intelligence) to solve real world global issues like poverty

• S2W as a stepping stone to large scale Collective Intelligence
•
•

The global brain, Giant global graph, Noosphere, Learning machine / conscious evolution
Collective Intelligence + Semantic networks (memory) -> Collective Wisdom

[1] http://www.semantic-web.at/1.36.resource.206.roy-lachica-x22-topic-maps-is-very-applicable-in-collaborative-solutions-because-they-rese.htm
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Social Semantic Web and Context
• Not just connections between persons, but also..
• Between persons and resources, places, events, interests

• Social media typically contain users, resources/content,
tags and comments
• With S2W you can have:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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User hasCreated Content
User hasTagged Resource
User hasBrowsed Resource
User isToAttend Event
User isExpertOn Tag
User isInterestedIn Tag
User isFrom Place
User isNowIn Place

 Context

http://www.johnbreslin.com/blog/2008/11/28/presentation-slides-on-the-social-semantic-web-from-last-nights-ietcompsoc-talk/
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The Pragmatic Web
Here Purpose, goals,
context, community,
meaning negotiation ,
shared concepts are the
important things.
The middle layer is what
we are building now.
How should it be
developed: RDF/OWL,
Microformats, TM or all
approaches?

05.03.2009
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S2W Why
• Plain formal SW will fail?
• Businesses won’t agree on standards (car ontology?)
• Will not make data available (unless they are in full control of the data)
• 1/3 of all web content is Social media sites

• Context is King
•
•

The context is the current situation of the user; his mind set the surroundings, his
current tasks and his background as well as current knowledge about the world.
S2W emphasize the importance of context that cannot be captured by using
formal ontologies.

• The alternative is the S2W
01.03.2009
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S2W examples
• Freebase (wiki-like structured knowledgebase)
• Twine
• Fuzzzy
• ZigZag

01.03.2009
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Fuzzzy.com (socio-semantic bookmarking)
• www.fuzzzy.com demo
• Users can create tags and state what type it is and what
relations it has.
• Users can vote on relations and in doing so relations are
gradient (fuzzy).
• Users can create bookmarks and say what it is about by tagging.
• The knowledge in fuzzzy can be extracted by other external
services/agents.
• Future versions will have automatically created relations, like
pathways created between neurons in the brain.
• Future versions will have user contextual aware object relations.
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Thanks
• Comments? Questions?
• Other related and interesting topics not covered in this presentation:
SPARQL, RDFa, SKOS

• Also...Do check out fuzzzy.com!
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